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In recent years, there has been increasing interest in publishing lexicographic and terminological resources as linked data. The benefit
of using linked data technologies to publish terminologies is that terminologies can be linked to each other, thus creating a cloud of
linked terminologies that cross domains, languages and that support advanced applications that do not work with single terminologies
but can exploit multiple terminologies seamlessly. We present Terme-à-LLOD (TAL), a new paradigm for transforming and publishing
terminologies as linked data which relies on a virtualization approach. The approach rests on a preconfigured virtual image of a server
that can be downloaded and installed. We describe our approach to simplifying the transformation and hosting of terminological
resources in the remainder of this paper. We provide a proof-of-concept for this paradigm showing how to apply it to the conversion
of the well-known IATE terminology as well as to various smaller terminologies. Further, we discuss how the implementation of
our paradigm can be integrated into existing NLP service infrastructures that rely on virtualization technology. While we apply this
paradigm to the transformation and hosting of terminologies as linked data, the paradigm can be applied to any other resource format as
well.
Keywords: Linguistic Linked Open Data, Terminological Resources, NLP services
1. Introduction
Terminological resources, mainly termbases, represent
a core source of data for translation and localization
(Stanković et al., 2014). Further, they have important appli-
cations in text mining as they provide concepts with which
elements of text can be tagged for semantic normalization
as well as semantic indexing (Witschel, 2005). Therefore,
many intermediate representations of terminological infor-
mation and tools for termbase management have been de-
veloped so far with the main goal of improving the portabil-
ity and interoperability of those resources. Among the rep-
resentations of terminological information, the TermBase
eXchange (TBX) format has become a standard for termi-
nology information exchange. Such an exchange plays an
important role in ensuring consistency and contributes to
terminology production and quality through interactive val-
idation processes (joh, ).
In recent years, there has been interest in publishing termi-
nological resources as linked data in order to improve inter-
operability and reuse and a number of approaches propos-
ing to use linked data principles to publish terminologies
have been proposed (Cimiano et al., 2015; Rodriguez-
Doncel et al., 2015; Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2015).
The general benefits of publishing language resources as
linked data have been described by Chiarcos et al. (2013).
In short, the benefit of using linked data technologies to
publish terminologies is that terminologies can be linked to
each other, in order to create a cloud of linked terminologies
that cross domains, languages and that support advanced
applications that do not work with single terminologies but
can exploit multiple terminologies seamlessly (see the work
of Montiel et al. (2015) on integrating two terminologies,
TERMACT and Terminesp, using Linked Data). Along
these lines, a number of projects have published specific
guidelines on how to publish terminological resources us-
ing linked data and Semantic Web technologies. For exam-
ple, as a result of the EC-funded LIDER project1 and as part
of the work of the W3C community group on Best Practices
for Multilingual Linked Open Data (BPMLOD)2, guide-
lines have been released describing how to publish termi-
nologies in TBX format as linked data using the ontolex-
lemon model (McCrae et al., 2011; McCrae et al., 2015).
More recently, the Linked Heritage Project3 has released
recommendations for how to manage terminologies in the
framework of the Semantic Web.
Yet, a fundamental problem remains, that is that imple-
menting all these guidelines and recommendations is chal-
lenging as one needs a detailed understanding of the corre-
sponding vocabularies in addition to technical understand-
ing of data models (e.g., RDF) as well as how to host linked
data at a server level. We present a new approach that we
call Terme-à-LLOD (TAL), aiming to fill this gap and sim-
plifying the task of converting a terminological resource in
TBX format into a linked data resource and ease the task of
hosting the linked data resource in such a way that i) URIs
resolve, ii) the resource can be browsed, and iii) a SPARQL
endpoint is offered. This new paradigm for transform-
ing and publishing standardized terminological resources
as linked data relies on a virtualization approach. The ap-
proach rests on a pre-configured virtual image of a server
that can be downloaded and installed. In our approach we
rely on Docker4, but any other virtualization environment
can be used instead.








2. describes our new approach and its virtualization process
to simplify the transformation and hosting of terminologi-
cal resources. Following this, Section 3. presents two case
studies comprising the transformation of the Inter-Agency
Terminology Exchange (IATE)5 terminology as well as a
sample of termbases provided by the Centrum Voor Ter-
minologie (CvT)6 at Ghent University into Linked Data.
Finally, Section 4. shows how our approach can be inte-
grated into existing NLP service infrastructures that rely on
virtualization technology such as European Language Grid
(ELG)7 and Teanga8. Section 5. discusses related work and
how our approach can be integrated into other NLP service
frameworks. The paper ends with the conclusion and future
work.
2. Terme-à-LLOD Approach
Terme-à-LLOD is a new virtualization paradigm for eas-
ing the process of transforming terminological resources
into RDF and hosting them as linked data. The virtual-
ization paradigm relies on three main components (Figure
2): a converter (A), a Virtuoso Server9 (B) (Erling and
Mikhailov, 2010; Erling, 2012), and a container (C).
The converter element managing the automatic format
transformation is based on the TBX2RDF service10 (Cimi-
ano et al., 2015) developed by the LIDER project.
TBX2RDF maps TBX inputs, including TBX public di-
alects, i.e., TBX-Core, TBX-Min and TBX-Basic, into
RDF format, reusing a set of classes and properties from
existing linked open data vocabularies (e.g., OntoLex-
Lemon11). An example of converting TBX to RDF is can
be seen in Figure 2.
The converter produces an RDF output which serves as in-
put to a Virtuoso server, the second component of the TAL
virtualization technology. Once the RDF output has been
uploaded, the pre-installed server, which hosts the service,
exposes the converted data through an endpoint which al-
lows to access them. The server also provides a SPARQL
endpoint to other services.
The third element of the virtualization technology is a
Docker container that can be easily installed on any Docker
environment. The Docker container allows to bundle com-
ponents, libraries and configuration files of the TAL service
and to run the service on different computing environments.
Once the container is installed and instantiated, the
terminological resource can be pushed via HTTP/Ad-
vanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) request to the
TBX2RDF converter. Subsequently, the TAL service in-
vokes the transformation to Linked Data using the converter
and hosts the resulting RDF as linked data together with a
SPARQL endpoint.
The benefit of such a virtualization approach is that the



























































Figure 1: TBX (top) to RDF (bottom) conversion
as linked data without the need to understand the underly-
ing vocabularies in detail nor of the RDF data model or
about how to set up a linked data server. Yet, the data
remains under full control and can be published under a
namespace to represent ownership and provenance.
2.1. Virtualization Process
The virtualization technology is contained into a pre-
configured virtual image that can be hosted in a correspond-
ing environment consisting of virtual machines communi-
cating with each other over standard protocols. All capabil-
ities of a TAL service are advertised in an OpenAPI descrip-
tor file. This lets consumers discover how to communicate
with the service and what result values to expect.
The TAL service automatically gathers the latest version
of the TBX2RDF service from GitHub and installs it in a
multi-stage container build that makes knowledge of the
underlying Java development stack transparent to the end
user. TAL adds a Node.js application behind a nginx re-
verse proxy for HTTP communication with the service.
This application is used to orchestrate the different inter-
nals of the container and monitor the status or health of the
container.
The service is initially provided with term glossaries




Figure 2: TAL virtualization paradigm
30042:2008, as well as an optional file containing map-
ping information between TBX and the desired target RDF
namespace. A stack of open source software is then used
to convert and deploy the glossary data in queryable linked
open data formats, namely as a resource description frame-
work (RDF) download and a SPARQL endpoint to query
this data.
The container bundles the TBX2RDF converter, imple-
mented as a Java program that reads in the document and
builds the DOM tree. The DOM tree is traversed and ele-
ments are mapped to appropriate object-oriented datastruc-
tures. These datastructures are then serialized as RDF.
The resulting RDF is exposed to a web server for further
downstream tasks that require the full dataset and automat-
ically populates an instance of the Virtuoso open source
database engine12.
Since terminology databases can be of considerable size,
the container additionally exposes a status application that
allows an end user to monitor the conversion progress and
status of each service instance. During regular use, the
ecosystem issues a new instance of the TAL Docker con-
tainer that is available on GitHub13. It is either initialized
as an empty instance or provided with the state or database
content of a previously created instance.
The only knowledge required to setup a service instance is
minimal and generally regards the specific ecosystem used
to work with the service. Specialized knowledge of TBX,
LLOD or NLP technologies is not necessary and abstracted
away in order to make these resources more approachable.
In fact, a Docker container is a lightweight, standalone, ex-
ecutable package (“container image”) of software that can
be seen as a template to bootstrap everything required to run




tem libraries and settings. The Docker engine (e.g., pure
Docker, Kubernetes or a platform-as-a-service cloud of-
fering) enables containerized applications to run anywhere
consistently on essentially any infrastructure. A Docker
volume is used to retain the results of costly conversion
processes across updates and reboots. During bootup the
TAL container starts a Node.js application and nginx web
server. The service is immediately discoverable through the
OpenAPI descriptor. The conversion process itself has to
only be run once, e.g., by the party maintaining a particular
terminology. Subsequent users can consume from the ini-
tialized service instance by either post-processing the gen-
erated RDF artifact that is exposed via HTTP or querying
the SPARQL endpoint that hosts the resulting linked data
structures.
3. Use Cases: IATE and GENTERM
In order to provide a proof-of-concept of this approach
to simplify the process of transforming terminological re-
sources into RDF and hosting the RDF as linked data, we
used a sample of data from two sources. The data source
is the Inter-Agency Terminology Exchange (IATE) repos-
itory and the second are a number of termbases hosted by
the Centrum Voor Terminologie (CvT) at Ghent University.
3.1. IATE
IATE, a central terminology database for all the institutions,
agencies and other bodies of the European Union, provides
a single access point to the existing European terminologi-
cal resources, besides an infrastructure for the constitution,
shared management and dissemination of these resources
(joh, ). With a current total number of 935K entries, 7.1
MM terms and 26 languages14, this database represents the
reference in the terminology field, and is considered to be
14https://iate.europa.eu/download-iate
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DescrGrp properties of the lexical entry
TransGrp/Transaction tbx:Transaction
Table 1: Conceptual mapping of TBX fields and RDF elements.
TBX input Runtime # Terms # Triples # Lang
IATE 25.2m 5851035 52603182 25
Pharmaceutical* 5.2s 4629 71347 2
Diseases* 3.0s 799 12650 2
Waste 2.5s 396 6109 2
management*
Solar energy* 2.9s 205 3758 2
Printmaking* 2.5s 223 3426 2
Table 2: Information about IATE and GENTERM conversion process (Entries marked with * are courtesy of GENTERM).
the largest multilingual terminology database in the world.
Data, provided in TBX format and made available without
a copyright protection, can be freely downloaded and re-
produced, for personal use or for further non-commercial
or commercial dissemination15.
3.2. GENTERM
The second sample of data has been extracted from the
termbases developed by the Centrum Voor Terminologie
(CvT) - GENTERM16. The center, active within the De-
partment of Translation, Interpreting and Communication
of Ghent University, co-ordinates the Department’s activi-
ties on terminology and terminography and makes available
a small set of termbases, which are the result of several
students’ projects. GENTERM termbases belong to differ-
ent domains (e.g., pharmaceutica, waste management, so-
lar energy, diseases, printmaking). We provide a proof-of-
concept of the workins conversion with all these six term
bases.
3.3. Transformation to linked data
We converted the IATE and CvT TBX terminologies using
our Terme-à-LLOD service and expose test instances on a
central demonstration server17 that can be used in combina-
tion with other workflows.
As already mentioned, the conversion process is mainly
based on the use of the TBX2RDF converter. Several vo-
cabularies, mainly W3C recommendations, have been used
during the conversion process, namely OntoLex-lemon,





TBX Ontology. The TBX fields we consider during the
conversion process and the mapping elements selected from
aforementioned vocabularies are shown in Table 1. The
TBX Resource field is not explicitly represented, as the
whole dataset represents the TBX resource. A TBX re-
source is thus represented as a void:Dataset to which prove-
nance and licensing information can be attached. Further-
more, a langset is not represented as such in the data. In-
stead, one ontolex:Lexicon is created for each language
for which a LangSet is defined. The collection of all the
terms for a given language will belong to the correspond-
ing language-specific ontolex:Lexicon. The DescrGrp field
contains descriptions of the term or context that are mapped
to appropriate properties of the lexical entry or the context.
A general overview of the conversion process is available
in Table 2. For each termbasis used in the conversion pro-
cess, we present the runtime needed, the number of terms
stored in the termbasis, the number of triples resulting in
the output files, and the number of languages we converted.
Figure 3 shows an example of TAL final output, namely
the exposure of an RDF terminological resource which can
be browsed to access more specific information about each
term.
3.4. Linking IATE and GENTERM
After the conversion process, we established links among
the different termbases tested in the use case by means
of Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS)18 con-
cepts. The linking across GENTERM and IATE termi-
nologies has been accomplished matching the correspond-
ing lexical entries in different languages by means of a
18SKOS is a vocabulary for representing knowledge organiza-
tion systems (KOS), such as thesauri, classification schemes, sub-
ject heading and taxonomies in RDF.
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Figure 3: Example of converted terminological resources exposed in TAL service.
string comparison based on skos:exactMatch. This
match allows linking, for instance, the term nefopam, from
the Pharmaceutical termbasis in GENTERM, to the corre-
sponding term in IATE, which has an alpha-numeric identi-
fier, i.e., IATE-3545983. Once links among the terminolo-
gies have been established, users can explore a term across
all the converted and exposed termbases.
Table 3 shows the number of links between GENTERM
and IATE. Even though the GENTERM terminology covers
different domains in two languages (English and Dutch),
the termbases available are very small in comparison to
IATE. This explains the low number of links for some of the
proposed domains, e.g., GENTERM Solar energy-IATE in
Table 3.
4. Integration into language infrastructures
Language infrastructures represent one of the leading areas
for the digital economic growth19, as well as a key element
to enable an inclusive Digital Single Market20. Several ini-
tiatives and projects aim at providing tools supporting inter-
operability and sharing of existing language technologies
and data sets. In order to contribute to the development of
common language technologies and support these sharing
initiatives, as a proof-of-concept we have developed an ap-
proach to integrate our Terme-à-LLOD approach into two
language infrastructures, namely Teanga and ELG. Further-
more, such an integration proves the interoperability of our
approach which relies on virtualization services.
Teanga is a linked data based platform for natural language
processing (NLP) which enables the use of many NLP ser-
vices from a single interface (Ziad et al., 2018). Many plat-
forms have been developed to improve the interoperabil-





duce the manual effort required to process data. One of
the main issues in these proposals is the need of follow-
ing specific standards to develop NLP services which in-
teroperate smoothly on the platform. To address this issue,
Teanga uses linked data and open, semantic technologies
to describe the boundaries between different services in
terms of application programming interface (API) descrip-
tors. Given an API endpoint, these descriptors can be used
to automatically discover the capabilities of a particular ser-
vice and specify data types of possible inputs and outputs
to the particular NLP service.
ELG is an initiative to establish the primary platform for
language technologies (LT) in Europe (Rehm et al., Forth-
coming). Its main goal is involving several stakeholders
from the language technology sector to create a community
which shares technologies and data sets through the plat-
forms, deploys them through the grid and connects them
with other resources. ELG addresses some of the recom-
mendations identified in the European Parliament resolu-
tion of 11 September 2018 on language equality in the digi-
tal age, namely creating a European LT platform for sharing
of services and enabling and empowering European SMEs
to use LTs.
The grid platform has been built with robust, scalable, re-
liable, widely used technologies that are constantly de-
veloped further. It presents the ability to scale with the
growing demand and supply of resources through an in-
teractive modern web interface, providing the base tech-
nology for a catalogue or directory of functional services,
data sets, tools, technologies, models and LT companies,
research organisations, research projects, service and ap-
plication types, languages. ELG deals with several types
of content, that is, services, language resources, data sets,
tools and directory content. The TAL service presented in
this paper belongs to the type functional content, compris-
ing of containerized services that can be uploaded and in-
tegrated into other systems. To support this integration, the
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Termbases Lang Number of Links
GENTERM Pharmaceutical-IATE English 1380
Dutch 1084
GENTERM Diseases-IATE English 22
Dutch 27
GENTERM Waste management-IATE English 114
Dutch 109
GENTERM Solar energy-IATE English 12
Dutch 20
GENTERM Printmaking-IATE English 35
Dutch 21
Table 3: Results from the linking process.
Figure 4: Integration of TAL service into language infrastructures
ELG platform provides an easy and efficient way for LT
providers to create and upload containers (Rehm, 2019).
The integration of our TAL service into Teanga and ELG
(Figure 4) enables the ecosystem to incorporate data from
external terminology glossaries as linked data. Such an in-
tegration, based on the development of a docker container,
increases the usability of our service, providing a princi-
pled way for integrating our service into other applications
consuming the terminological data. The ELG cluster and
the workflow of Teanga application, namely the integration
servers, can query the OpenAPI descriptor in TAL service.
When used as a service endpoint, the service automatically
connects to a message queue via the AMQP that acts as a
service bus for inter-service communication and lets other
software consume data.
In recent years, containerization replaced many use cases
where the only previous option was full virtualization of a
system. Especially in modern, service-based, architectures
virtualization often implied many of the same hardships
as maintaining a system on bare metal machines, includ-
ing operating system maintenance and the ability to scale
such a system still being costly and subject to the under-
lying virtualization infrastructure. By introducing contain-
ers, most of these aspects of software deployments are ab-
stracted into purely operational questions and become prac-
tically transparent to the developer. The containerization
of the TAL service ensures portability across systems by
abstracting the underlying hardware following a virtualiza-
tion approach while at the same time supporting efficient
deployment of the application.
5. Related Work
The TermBase eXchange (TBX) format has become an in-
ternational standard (ISO 30042:2019)21 for exchange of
terminological information. It allows the representation of
structured concept-oriented terminological data providing




an XML-based framework to manage terminology, knowl-
edge and content by means of several processes, such as
analysis, descriptive representation, dissemination, and in-
terchange (exchange). OntoLex-Lemon has been proposed
early on as a Linked Data format for representing ter-
minological resources (Cimiano et al., 2015). Ontolex-
lemon has been applied to the conversion of Terminesp
into Linked Data (Bosque-Gil et al., 2015) as well as to
the transformation of a set of freely available terminology
databases from the Catalan Terminological Centre, TERM-
CAT (Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2015).
Guidelines for converting TBX data to Linked Data have
been developed as part of the LIDER project22. These
guidelines explain how the TBX data model can be mapped
to the Ontolex-lemon model and provides a step-by-step ex-
ample how TBX data can be transformed into RDF follow-
ing this mapping.
An alternative set of recommendations and guidelines have
been developed by the Linked Heritage and Athena projects
(Leroi et al., 2011). The document proposes a three-step
methodology to digitalize terminologies for publication in
the Semantic Web consisting of three three steps: i) con-
ceive your terminology, ii) make your terminology interop-
erable, iii) link your terminology to a network. As data-
model, the document proposes to use the SKOS model
rather than the Ontolex-lemon model.
The approach proposed in this paper has focused on the
transformation of terminological resources; yet, the prin-
cipled approach of simplifying the work of transforming
resources into RDF would apply to other data formats as
well. There has been some work on transforming lexico-
graphic resources as well as WordNets into Linked Data
using lemon-Ontolex (McCrae et al., 2012; Eckle-Kohler
et al., 2015; Ehrmann et al., 2014; McCrae et al., 2014).
There has been work on transforming corpora into RDF
(Chiarcos and Fäth, 2017). The approach described here
could be applied to those data formats as well.
We have integrated our transformation component into the
Teanga (Ziad et al., 2018) and ELG (Rehm et al., Forth-
coming) infrastructrues. There are other NLP architecures
into which TAL container could be integtated.
WebLicht23 is an environment for building, executing, and
visualizing the results of NLP pipelines, which is integrated
into the CLARIN infrastructure (Hinrichs and Krauwer,
2014). NLP tools are implemented as web services that
consume and produce the Text Corpus Format (TCF)24, an
XML format designed for use as an internal data exchange
format for WebLicht processing tools. It ensures seman-
tic interoperability among all WebLicht tools and resources
by defining a common vocabulary for linguistic concepts in
TCF schema. The services and resources are developed as
web services in the CLARIN framework. The services are







Infrastructure (CMDI) 25. CMDI describes functionalities
offered by a service, pre and postconditions, and specifica-
tions of data that is consumed and produced by service.
The Language Application (LAPPS)26 (Ide et al., 2014)
Grid is a framework that provides access to NLP process-
ing tools and resources and enables pipelining these tools
to create custom NLP applications, as well as access to lan-
guage resources such as mono- and multilingual corpora
and lexicons that support NLP. The semantic interoperabil-
ity of language services is achieved by the Web Services
Exchange Vocabulary (Ide et al., 2016), which specifies ter-
minology for a core of linguistic objects and features ex-
changed by services. Recently, the services are deployed
in the cloud using Docker images. While we have inte-
grated our TAL service into ELG and Teanga as a proof-of-
concept, it could also be integrated into the WebLicht envi-
roment as well as LAPPS Grid following the same princi-
ples.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed a virtualization approach to support the
conversion and hosting of terminologies as linked data. The
approach can in principle be applied to any language and
lexical resource beyond terminologies using the same prin-
ciples.
We have demonstrated the applicability of our approach
via the conversion into RDF and hosting as linked data of
six terminologies in total: the well-known IATE termbase
and five smaller termbases hosted by Ghent University. A
public Docker container has been implemented and is free
available for everyone wanting to convert and host their
terminologies. We have described the integration of our
approach into state-of-art language infrastructures, namely
Teanga and ELG.
Within the European project Prêt-à-LLOD27, which focuses
on making linguistic data ready to use by the use of state-of-
the-art technologies, in particular linked data, a further in-
tegration of this service is currently planned. Prêt-à-LLOD
aims at creating a new methodology for building data value
chains applicable to a wide-range of sectors and applica-
tions and based around language resources and language
technologies that can be integrated by means of semantic
technologies. The Terme-à-LLOD approach proposed here
follows the aims of the EC-funded Prêt-à-LLOD project of
providing Linked-data based NLP services as data so that
they are sustainable and can be readily used and deployed
by third parties. In future work we will enhance the ar-
chitecture and implementation of the TAL service towards
supporting linking any other linked data compliant termi-
nology to the one hosted by TAL.
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